OBJECTIVE 1: INCREASE ACCESS TO FORMAL, NON-FORMAL, INFORMAL, AND HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMMES

- **51,891** # of children enrolled in all forms... early childhood education
- **855,136** # of children enrolled in formal education
- **3,147** # of children provided with accredited non-formal education
- **2,981** # of children enrolled in non-accredited education

**SECTOR STATISTICS**

- **$237,060,326** Total Appeal for 2022

OBJECTIVE 2: ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES

- **1,561** # of teachers and education personnel provided with incentives
- **304** # of teachers and education personnel trained including on remote learning

ACTIVITIES TO ENHANCE ACCESS TO EDUCATION AND IMPROVE EDUCATIONAL QUALITY

- **0** # of children receiving case management support for enrolment
- **0** # of children receiving school supplies
- **9,300** # of children benefiting from constructed, established or rehabilitated classrooms
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